
Volkswagen accessories



T-Cross

up! Polo T-Cross T-Roc T-Roc 
Cabriolet Golf ID.3 ID.4 Golf  

Estate Golf SV Beetle / 
Cabriolet Scirocco Jetta Passat 

Saloon
Passat 
Estate CC

Arteon / 
Shooting 

Brake
Tiguan Tiguan 

Allspace Touran Sharan Touareg



CARPET MAT SET
The high quality Volkswagen Original textile foot mats are 
perfectly shaped to fit your vehicle and help to protect its 
interior. The back has a non-slip coating that ensures the 
mats stay in place.

Part Number: 2GN061404WGK
Four-piece set

£60.50
FRONT RUBBER FLOOR MATS
When it comes to keeping out the worst, these 
rubber mats are the best. Durable, this set of 
two non-slip front mats protect from dirt and 
moisture. Shaped to fit, they’re easy  
to clean and come with push button fastening.

Part Number: 2GN06150282V
Two-piece set

£44.00

REAR RUBBER FLOOR MATS
Part Number: 2GM06151282V
Two-piece set

£32.50

LUGGAGE NET 

Designed to help prevent movement of cargo in your 
Touareg’s boot space, this luggage net is made of fabric- 
covered rubber and includes four heavy-duty plastic 
fastening hooks.

Part Number: 5N0065111

£38.63

T-CROSS

LUXURY CARPET MAT SET
Enjoy a touch of luxury beneath your feet with this deeper  
pile carpet. Each one is made of durable thickly-woven velour  
and the model branded front mats come with secure stud 
fixing to prevent slipping. 

Part Number: 2GN061270WGK
Four-piece set

£90.00

Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection
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RUNNING BOARDS
Integrated running boards enhance the T-Roc’s unique SUV 
character and with anti-slip inserts they also offer a safe entry 
into the vehicle, especially for children. They have a 200kg per 
step carrying capacity. Alternative Jack 5QF011031C may be 
required - RRP £48.

Part Number: 2GM071691 

£712.50 including fitting

SEMI RIGID LOADLINER
Keep your boot beautiful with this washable non-slip liner. 
Its high perimeter edge stops dirt and liquids from escaping, 
and its precision dimensions keep everything covered.

Part Number: 2GM061161 

£63.50

REVERSIBLE BOOT MAT
The luggage compartment reversible mat’s finely woven 
upper velour surface protects the luggage compartment 
against dirt, while its plastic studs on the underside prevent 
cargo from sliding. In addition, the plastic loading sill 
protection protects the bumper against damage. 

Part Number: 2GM061210 

£85.50

FLEXIBLE LOADLINER
This light, flexible and washable custom-made loadliner fits 
perfectly to the vehicle boot contours, protecting it from 
moisture and dirt. The moulded inlay prevents movement of 
goods in the boot. If the boot liner is not required, it can be 
simply rolled up to save space.

Part Number: 2GM061160 

£53.00
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DOOR SILL PROTECTION FILM 
BLACK/SILVER

The black film with silver decorative stripes not only 
enhances the appearance of your vehicle’s door sills but 
also protects them against scratches.

Part Number: 2GM071310 
Two-piece set

£132.50 including fitting

DOOR SILL TRIM
An eye-catching addition that keeps the scratches off 
the entry points to your pride and joy. These stainless 
steel strips add a stylish touch. 

Part Number: 2GM071303 
Two-piece set

£127.00 including fitting

REAR MUD FL APS
Prevent muck from messing up your vehicle’s 
underbody, bumpers, sills and doors with 
Volkswagen mud flaps. They’re long-lasting 
and durable, protecting your vehicle against 
excessive mud and reducing the chance of 
road chip damage. 

Part Number: 2GM075101 
Two-piece set

£75.00

FRONT MUD FL APS
Part Number: 2GM075111 
Two-piece set

£75.00

REAR CHROME STRIP
Protective strip for the lower edge of the 
rear tailgate. It enhances the appearance of 
the vehicle with its chrome look effect and 
acts as an edge protector.

Part Number: 2GM071360

£92.50 including fitting
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UNIVERSAL TR AFFIC 
RECORDER FRONT AND REAR

There for your added peace of mind, the 
fully integrated Volkswagen Universal Traffic 
Recorder (front and rear) is so much more than 
a recording device; it’s your companion for 
the road ahead. It’s specifically designed to fit 
unobtrusively within your Volkswagen. The UTR 
features Event and park* mode (*when motion is 
detected while parked), Car finder and Records 
any incidents, all controlled via a Mobile app.

Part Number: 000063511C

£626.50 including fitting

UNIVERSAL TR AFFIC 
RECORDER FRONT

Front only.

Part Number: 000063511B

£419.00 including fitting

META TR AK S5-V TS GPS TR ACKER 
INCLUDING  
1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION  
Take control of exactly what’s happening with your vehicle, 
wherever you are, with our easy-to-use app and relax knowing 
our Secure Operating Centre is monitoring your vehicle 24/7. 
System includes live tracking, 24/7 control room monitoring, 
driver recognition ID tags, instant alerts to your phone, low 
battery alert, track multiple vehicles with one login, journey 
history and score, geo-fencing, UK & Europe coverage, service 
and transport modes.

Part Number: ZGB000054003

£499.00 including fitting

Visit volkswagen.co.uk/accessories for the full selection
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ROOF BARS
Have a lot more fun when you arrive by 
throwing a lot more up top before you 
depart. These city crash-tested roof bars 
are essential when you want to fit a ski 
and snowboard holder, a bicycle holder, 
a useful roof box and more besides. May 
differ slightly in design to those pictured. 

Part Number: 2GA071151A 
Two-piece set

£204.50

ROOF BOX 340 LITRES

The stylish new range of Volkswagen roof 
boxes in matt black. Now not only are 
they superbly functional they look equally 
as good. Expand the carry capacity of 
your vehicle for when you are planning 
a holiday. Designed for customer fitting. 
340 litres, maximum load capacity 50kg.

Part Number: 000071200

£270.50

BICYCLE HOLDER 

Safely transport bicycles on the roof of your vehicle. 
The wheel rails are aerodynamically designed, and 
ensure the bicycle is correctly positioned. They 
enable you to use both hands to fix the wheels 
and frame. Thanks to the quick-fastening system, 
the bicycle holder is easy to fit onto the roof bars, 
without using any tools. The carrier also includes 
anti-theft protection. Suitable for maximum down 
tube widths of 80mm, bike weights of up to 20kg.

Part Number: 000071128F

£117.50
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BASIC II BICYCLE CARRIER 
HOLDS UP TO 2 BIKES,  
NO BOOT ACCESS  
WHILE MOUNTED

This carrier uses a super-simple quick release 
system to fit to your towing hitch, enabling you 
to transport two bicycles with a max weight of 
60kg. Its anti-theft locking device makes life 
difficult for thieves and when you don’t need it, 
it folds up – locking automatically.

Max. bicycle wheelbase 130cm.

Part Number: 000071105L

£458.00 including fitting

COMPACT III  
BICYCLE CARRIER
This clever carrier uses a super-simple quick 
release system to fit to your towing hitch, 
enabling you to transport three bicycles with a 
max weight of 54kg. It is the smallest, lightest 
and most compact in its class for the towing 
hitch and even with bicycles attached, accessing 
the boot is easy with the newly developed foot 
switch. Its anti-theft locking device makes life 
difficult for thieves and when you don’t need it, it 
folds up into its carry bag – locking automatically 
– to neatly fit in your spare wheel well. 

Max. bicycle wheelbase 125cm.

Part Number: 3C2071105A

£610.00 including fitting

FIXED TOWBAR 
INCLUDES  
ELECTRICAL KIT

Expand your horizons by expanding the capabilities of your vehicle 
with this infinitely practical, and clever, towbar. Full integration 
into the vehicle’s CAN-bus network is provided for all electrical 
components, including support for the trailer stabilisation system, 
switching to stand-by current and the adjustment of all the vehicle’s 
assistance systems. 13-pin electrical installation kit included.

Part Number: 2GM092103A 
Up to Model Year 20 

£778.00 including fitting

Part Number: 2GM092103B 
Model Year 21 onwards 

DETACHABLE  
TOWBAR 
INCLUDES  
13-PIN ELECTRICAL  
INSTALLATION KIT

Enhance your vehicle’s transport capabilities with the Volkswagen 
Genuine detachable towing hitch and matching Volkswagen Genuine 
electrical installation kit. The towing hitch facilitates safe operation 
of trailers and carrier systems. The Volkswagen Genuine electrical 
installation kit (13-pin) guarantees the electrical supply and also 
safe trailer usage. The built-in group control unit is integrated into 
the vehicle’s CAN bus and its features include support for car-trailer 
stabilisation. 13-pin electrical installation kit included.

Part Number: 2GM092150A 
Up to Model Year 20 

£871.00 including fitting

Part Number: 2GM092150B 
Model Year 21 onwards 
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Accessories for life.

youtube.com/user/UKVolkswagenfacebook.com/VolkswagenUK @UKVolkswagen

You can include accessories in your Volkswagen finance deal, and 
benefit from spreading the cost across a timescale to suit you. 

Volkswagen Warranty covers parts and labour for replacement 
when there is a manufacturing defect found. 

Volkswagen Genuine Accessories are protected by a three-year 
Volkswagen Warranty if they’re fitted before we hand over the 
vehicle to you. If fitted after this time they are covered by a 
two-year warranty.

Volkswagen Approved Accessories are covered by a two-year 
Volkswagen Warranty. Your local retailer can advise you if your 
chosen product is classified as a Volkswagen Genuine or 
Volkswagen Approved Accessory.

Our quotations regarding product information, appearance, performance, 
dimensions and weights in addition to illustrations and all information 
regarding fitting and technical data are based on the characteristics of the 
UK market and correspond to the knowledge available at the time of 
printing. We reserve the right to make changes to the product specification, 
design and colour without advance notification within the context 
of further development to our accessories. The price is correct at time of 
printing. Price is calculated to include VAT at 20% on all products except 
retailer supplied child safety seats where it is calculated at 5%. Not all 
items are available on all vehicle trims.

Volkswagen UK
Milton Keynes
www.volkswagen.co.uk/accessories 
www.volkswagen.co.uk 
ACC36460
Issue: March 2021 v1. 
Subject to change and errors
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